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Recent studies in monkeys have demonstrated that damage to the lateral subfields of orbital frontal cortex (OFC areas 11/13) yields profound changes in flexible modulation of goal-directed behaviors and deficits in fear regulation. Yet, little consideration has been placed on its role in emotional and social development throughout life. The current study investigated the effects of neonatal lesions of the OFC on the flexible modulation of goal-directed behaviors and fear responses in monkeys. Infant monkeys received neonatal lesions of OFC areas 11/13 or sham-lesions during the first post-natal week. Modulation of goal-directed behaviors was measured with a devaluation task at 3–4 and 6–7 years. Modulation of fear reactivity by safety signals was assessed with the AX+/BX− fear-potentiated-startle paradigm at 6–7 years. Similar to adult-onset OFC lesions, selective neonatal lesions of OFC areas 11/13 yielded a failure to modulate behavioral responses guided by changes in reward value, but spared the ability to modulate fear responses in the presence of safety signals. These results suggest that these areas play a critical role in the development of behavioral adaptation during goal-directed behaviors, but not or less so, in the development of the ability to process emotionally salient stimuli and to modulate emotional reactivity using environmental contexts, which could be supported by other OFC subfields, such as the most ventromedial subfields (i.e., areas 14/25). Given similar impaired decision-making abilities and spared modulation of fear after both neonatal lesions of either OFC areas 11 and 13 or amygdala (Kazama et al., 2012; Kazama and Bachevalier, 2013), the present results suggest that interactions between these two neural structures play a critical role in the development of behavioral adaptation; an ability essential for the self-regulation of emotion and behavior that assures the maintenance of successful social relationships.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to process and flexibly respond to quickly changing social information requires the complex interaction between many brain areas, including the components of the orbitofronto-limbic circuit. Great strides have been made in elucidating the role of each of the structural nodes within this circuit through an array of neuroscience tools, including neuroimaging, neurophysiology, and behavioral lesion studies. For example, cross-talk between the amygdala and the orbital frontal cortex is known to be critical for using cost-benefit information to guide optimal decision-making (see Murray and Wise, 2010, for review). This conclusion is based on several tract-tracing studies demonstrating strong bidirectional connections between the amygdala and the orbital frontal cortex in the non-human primate brain (see Barbas, 2000; Ongur and Price, 2000 for review). Moreover, interruption of connections between these two neural structures using cross-disconnection lesions (Baxter et al., 2000), in which unilateral lesions of the two regions in contralateral hemispheres are combined with section of the commissures, profoundly altered the abilities of nonhuman primates to avoid responding to stimuli that predicted a devalued reward. Disruption of orbitofrontal-amygdala cross talks during development has been associated with poor decision making skills frequently reported in several neuropsychiatric disorders, such as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD; Shin et al., 2006), anxiety disorders (Del Casale et al., 2012), schizophrenia (Shepherd et al., 2012), and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD; Barbaro and Dissanayake, 2007; Reed et al., 2013). Thus, there is a growing need to better define the critical role of the orbital frontal cortex and amygdala in the ability to make appropriate decisions and to flexibly regulate behavior during development.

To fulfill this goal, our approach was to evaluate the effects of selective damage to either the amygdala or OFC areas 11 and 13 in infant monkeys using a variety of behavioral and cognitive tasks across development (Bachevalier et al., 2011; Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012; Kazama et al., 2012; Raper et al., 2013). In recent publications, we showed that neonatal amygdala lesions impaired the ability to modulate animals’ defensive responses...
toward different social signals depicted by a human intruder’s gaze direction and this deficit emerged in infancy and persisted throughout adulthood (Raper et al., 2012). These same animals with neonatal amygdala lesions failed to update choice preferences when the rewarding value of stimuli was changed (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2013). Yet, despite a slight retardation in fear conditioning, animals with neonatal amygdala lesions discriminated normally between cues signaling fear and cues signaling safety and, more remarkably, were able to use safety cues to regulate their reactivity to the fear cues as did the control animals (Kazama et al., 2012). As discussed in an earlier report (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2013), these differential effects of neonatal amygdala lesions on social and rewarding cues vs. fear conditioning suggest that the amygdala may rely on the rapid updating (on the span of a single exposure) of the valence of external or internal cues to guide optimal decision making and emotional reactivity; a function that may likely be realized by the functional interactions between the amygdala and orbital frontal cortex. If this proposal is correct, it is likely that a similar dichotomy may be found when the neonatal lesions are restricted to the orbital frontal cortex. To test this possibility, the current series of experiments assessed the effects of selective neonatal lesions of orbital frontal areas 11 and 13 on the development of flexible decision-making abilities, using two translational tasks. Experiment 1 utilized the Reinforcer Devaluation paradigm previously employed in humans (O’Doherty et al., 2001; Gottfried et al., 2003), rodents (Colwill and Rescorla, 1985; Pickens et al., 2003; Zeeb and Winstanley, 2013), and monkeys (Malkova et al., 1997; Baxter et al., 2000; Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a; West et al., 2012) to measure behavioral adaptation to changes in reward value. Experiment 2 utilized the AX+/BX− fear-potentiated startle paradigm, similarly employed across humans (Jovanovic et al., 2012), rodents (Myers and Davis, 2004), and monkeys (Winslow et al., 2008) to assess condition inhibition. The results demonstrate that, as for the neonatal amygdala lesions, the neonatal orbital frontal lesions altered the abilities to flexibly shift object choices away from those items associated with devalued food reward while sparing fear conditioning, safety signal learning, conditioned inhibition, and extinction. A summary of preliminary findings have been previously published in either reviews (Bachevalier et al., 2011; Jovanovic et al., 2012) or abstracts (Kazama et al., 2008, 2010).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**SUBJECTS**

Ten rhesus macaques (*Macaca mulatta*) of both sexes (4.5–8 kg) participated in this study at approximately 3–4 and 5–6 years of age for the reinforcer devaluation task, which was directly followed by the AX+/BX− Fear-potentiated startle paradigm. Animals had received operations between 8 and 12 days of age, which included either aspiration lesions of areas 11 and 13 of the orbitofrontal cortex (Group Neo-Oasp, 2 males, 3 females) or sham-operations (Group Neo-C, 2 males, 3 females). However, due to behavioral issues, only four animals in Group Neo-C participated in Experiments 1 and 2 (see Tables 2, 4 for individual cases). All procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committees of the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston and of Emory University. As the descriptions of both the rearing conditions as well as lesion extents have appeared in previous publications (Goursaud and Bachevalier, 2007; Bachevalier et al., 2011; Jovanovic et al., 2012; Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012), only a summary is provided below.

As newborns, animals were individually housed, and maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle. In addition to daily contact with peers, animals were also given daily contact with human caregivers. At 1 year of age, four animals were housed in larger cages to allow permanent social contact with peers. Animals were fed age-appropriate diets and water was provided *ad libitum*.

Monkeys received several behavioral tests prior to the studies as well as between the two ages at which the reinforcer devaluation task was given. The tasks included measuring recognition/relational memory abilities (Bachevalier, unpublished data), object discrimination reversal learning (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012), emotional reactivity to fearful stimuli (Raper et al., 2013), social attachment (Goursaud and Bachevalier, 2007), and peer social interactions (Payne et al., 2007).

**SURGICAL PROCEDURES**

All procedures have already been described in details in earlier reports (Goursaud and Bachevalier, 2007; Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012). Both control and experimental groups received Magnetic Resonance Imaging-guided surgical procedures performed according to strict adherence to ethical and safety guidelines as provided by NIH and the University of Texas-Houston Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The presurgical brain imaging included a 3D T1-weighted fast spoiled gradient (FSPGR)-echo sequence (*TE* = 2.6 ms, *TR* = 10.2 ms, 25° flip angle, contiguous 1 mm sections, 12 cm FOV, 256 × 256 matrix) obtained in the coronal plan that was used to precisely visualize the position of the orbital frontal sulci serving as landmarks for the surgical removal of areas 11 and 13 (Machado and Bachevalier, 2006; Machado et al., 2009).

Following the MRI scans, animals were kept anesthetized in the stereotaxic apparatus and brought immediately to the surgical suite where they were prepared for the surgical procedures that were performed under aseptic conditions. For the sham-operations, a small craniotomy was performed in both hemispheres just in front of bregma and the dura was then cut, but no aspiration lesions were performed. For the orbital frontal cortex lesion, the bone was opened as a crescent just above each supraorbital ridge to gain access to the orbital frontal surface. With the aid of a surgical microscope and the use of small 21 and 23 gauge aspirating probes, cortical areas 11 and 13 of the orbital frontal cortex were gently aspirated. The anterior border of the lesions were a line joining the anterior tip of the lateral and medial orbital sulci, and the posterior border ended at the location where the olfactory striae begun to turn laterally. Laterally, the lesion ended at the medial lip of the lateral orbital sulcus and, medially, at the lateral border of the stria olfactoria. Within these borders, the lesion included most of areas 11 and 13 and a small anterior portion of la (anterior insula) posteriorly.

After the surgical procedures, the wound was sutured in anatomical layers, the animals were then removed from the Isoflurane gas anesthesia and allowed to recover in an incubator.
ventilated with oxygen. Treatments were started 12 h before surgery and continued until post-surgical day 7. All monkeys received both pre and post-surgical antibiotic treatments (Cephazolin, 25 mg/kg, p.o.) to reduce the chance of infection as well as dexamethasone sodium phosphate (0.4 mg/kg, s.c.) to control post-surgical swelling. Additionally, a topical antibiotic ointment/anesthetic was applied to the wound each day and Acetaminophen (10 mg/kg, p.o.) was administered four times a day for 3 days after surgery to relieve pain and hasten recovery.

**LESION VERIFICATION**

Post-surgical *in vivo* neuroimaging investigation of the extent of the neonatal orbital lesions has already been described in details in several reports (Goursaud and Bachevalier, 2007; Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012) and estimation of the lesion extent is given for each case in Table 1. In the present paper, we present postmortem histological investigation of the lesion extent.

At completion of behavioral testing, at the age of 8–10 years, all animals with neonatal orbital lesions were given a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused intracardially with 0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brain was removed, post-fixed in 30% sucrose-formalin, and then cut frozen at 50 μm in the coronal plane. Every 10th section was mounted for staining with thionin, providing one section every 0.5 mm, and every 20th section was mounted for staining with silver (Gallyas, 1979), providing one section every 1 mm. The two series of sections were mounted, de-lipidated in Xylene, stained with thionin or gallyas for visualization of cell bodies and fibers, respectively, and cover slipped. For each animal, all sections through the extent of the orbital frontal lesion were microscopically examined and digitized. Estimates of the extent of lesion were plotted at 1-mm intervals through the extent of the entire lesion for each case onto standardized, coronal drawings of the normal macaque brain. Thionin-stained photomicrographs at three levels through the extent of the orbital frontal lesions are illustrated on Figures 1, 2 for all five cases. Representative sparing of orbital frontal white matter is illustrated on the Gallyas-stained sections of case Neo-Oasp-3 and retrograde thalamic degeneration in the thalamus is plotted on drawing of coronal sections of the normal macaque brain for case Neo-Oasp-2 (See Figure 2).

For all cases damage to orbital frontal areas 11 and 13 was extensive and symmetrical, as we had already demonstrated in previous reports using *in vivo* neuroimaging investigation of the lesions (see Table 1). Unintentional damage to adjacent cortical areas was moderate and bilateral for insular area 1a, and minor and mostly unilateral for areas 14 and 12 (See Figures 1, 2). Retrograde thalamic degeneration was found in all cases, with moderate bilateral cell loss in the dorsomedial portion of the magnocellular division of the medial dorsal nucleus and a small patch of dense cell loss in the ventromedial portion of the anterior medial nucleus. Partial cell loss could also be detected in all cases in the central intermedial nuclei as well as in the medial portion of the reuniens nucleus. The distribution of the retrograde degeneration in Group Neo-Oasp thus corresponds to the nuclei that are known to be the main sources of thalamic inputs to orbital frontal cortex (Goldman-Rakic and Porrino, 1985; Barbas et al., 1991; Morecraft et al., 1992; Ray and Price, 1993).

**EXPERIMENT 1: REINFORCER DEVALUATION PARADIGM**

Damage to orbital frontal areas 11 and 13 in adult monkeys results in severe impairment in flexible decision making as assessed with the reinfoer devaluation task (Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a) while sparing performance on object reversal task (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2009). Yet, very little is known on the long-term effects of orbital frontal damage occurring in infancy when the prefrontal cortex is not yet fully mature. In an earlier report, we demonstrated that, like the adult-onset lesions, neonatal-onset lesions of orbital frontal areas 11–13 did not alter performance on the object reversal task (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2009). To assess whether or not the same neonatal orbital frontal lesions will alter flexible decision making as adult-onset lesions do, Experiment 1 assessed performance of the same experimental and control animals in the reinfoer devaluation task. Monkeys began testing at 3–4 years of age and were re-tested at 5–6 years using methods developed to examine performance of monkeys that had received similar operations in adulthood (Malkova et al., 1997; Machado and Bachevalier, 2007b) and identical to those described in a recent developmental study examining the effects of early damage to the amygdala (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2013).

**REINFORCER DEVALUATION TASK**

**Apparatus and stimuli**

Animals were tested in a Wisconsin General Testing Apparatus (WGTA), fitted with a tray containing three food wells. The two lateral wells in which rewards could be hidden were utilized during testing. One hundred-twenty objects used in prior studies (Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a) were paired to form 60 pairs of easily discriminable objects matched for size. Within each pair of objects, one (S+1 or S+2) was placed over the lateral well of the tray baited with either a peanut, a raisin, or a banana flavored pellet (based on individual preferences indicated by prior behavioral testing). The unrewarded object of the pairs (S-) was located above the other lateral and empty food well. The same pairs of objects were used when animals were re-tested at the later age.

**Phase I—Concurrent discrimination learning**

The 60 object pairs were presented sequentially at 30-s intervals for 60 trials per day, 30 with S+1 objects and 30 with S+2 objects, intermixed. Animals were tested daily until the animal reached criterion (90 correct responses in 5 consecutive days). The total number of daily sessions to criterion measured discrimination learning and the number of S+1 or S+2 stimuli selected during the first day of training provided a mean to assess any initial bias toward one type of baited objects. Finally, similar to previous studies, the amount of errors committed prior to criterion was used as a primary measure of performance.

**Phase II—Reinforcer devaluation**

Upon reaching criterion during the acquisition phase, animals were then presented with four probe test sessions. During these probe tests, only the rewarded objects of Phase I (S+1 and S+2) were paired (e.g., S+peanut against S+raisin), forming 30 trials per test session. The S+ pairs did not vary across the four sessions, although their left/right positions were altered according to a pseudo random schedule. There were two Baseline test sessions.
during which the 30 S+ pairs were presented sequentially with 30-s inter-trial intervals. There were also two Devaluation sessions during which prior to testing, each animal received 100 g of either Food 1 (their 1st preferred food reward) or Food 2 (their 2nd preferred food reward) in the home cage and was allowed to eat freely for 30 min. If the 100 g were consumed, additional food was provided every 15 min until 5 min elapsed without further ingestion of the food reward. Immediately following selective satiation, the animal was transported to the WGTA and tested similar to Baseline sessions (30 pairs of S+ objects). The sequence of presentation of these four test sessions was Baseline I, Devaluation I (Food 1), Baseline II, and Devaluation II (Food 2).

One regular 60-trial Stage I training session intervened between each of the four sessions to ensure that the effects of a reinforcer devaluation condition did not carry over from 1 day to the other, and 2 days of rest followed each of the reinforcer devaluation sessions.

The effects of the lesions on the Devaluation Sessions were assessed using several measures consistent with previous studies (Malkova et al., 1997; Izquierdo et al., 2004; Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a,b): (1) animal’s weight (kg) before each devaluation probe session, (2) total food consumed (g) during selective satiation, and (3) time (min) taken to reach satiation. Object/food preferences were determined using the baseline scores.

Table 1 | Extent of intended and unintended damage in Group Neo-Oasp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Areas 11 and 13</th>
<th>Area 10</th>
<th>Area 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L x R x Avg</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L x R x Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-Oasp-1</td>
<td>86.8 83.1 85.0 71.6</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-Oasp-2</td>
<td>81.0 97.8 89.4 79.6</td>
<td>5.3 0 2.6</td>
<td>0 3.1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-Oasp-3</td>
<td>96.4 91.2 93.8 88.0</td>
<td>7.4 12.3 9.8</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-Oasp-4</td>
<td>85.7 94.8 90.2 81.2</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>2.8 4.0 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-Oasp-5</td>
<td>90.4 98.0 94.3 88.6</td>
<td>6.2 12.3 8.2</td>
<td>0.6 18.5 22.8 20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>88.1 93.0 90.5 81.8</td>
<td>3.78 4.5 4.1</td>
<td>0.3 18.6 12.2 15.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are the estimated percentage of damage as assessed from MR (post-surgical T1) images. L, percentage of damage to the left hemisphere; R, percentage of damage to the right hemisphere; Avg, average of L and R; W, LR Avg W (weighted index as defined by Hodos and Bobko (1984)); X, group mean. Areas 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 46, cytoarchitectonic subregions of the macaque frontal lobe and Ia, agranular insular areas as defined by Carmichael and Price (1994).

FIGURE 1 | Intended damage is shown in gray on coronal sections through the orbital frontal cortex of an infant macaque brain atlas in the left column. Matched thionin-stained sections are provided in the right-hand column for three cases (Neo-Oasp-1, -4, and -5). Arrows point to borders of lesions for each coronal level. Abbreviations: mos, medial orbital sulcus; los, lateral orbital sulcus; numbers refer to Brodmann areas (Brodmann, 1909).
FIGURE 2 | Extent of neonatal OFC lesions is illustrated on thionin-stained sections for Cases Neo-Oasp-2 and -3 on the left column. Resulting thalamic degeneration following the neonatal OFC lesions is illustrated on drawings at three levels through the thalamus for a Case Neo-Oasp-2 and sparing of fibers underlying the OFC for a Case Neo-Oasp-3. Abbreviations: Cim, central intermediolateral; MD, mediodorsal; Re, reunions; VLc, ventral lateral caudal part; VLm, ventral lateral, medial part; VPL, ventral posterior, lateral part; VPLo, ventral posterior, lateral oral part.

Devaluation session, the number of S+1 and S+2 objects selected were recorded as well as whether or not each rewarded food item was ingested by the animal. For both the selection of the objects associated with the satiated food reward, as well as the consumption of the satiated food reward, difference scores were calculated by subtracting the sum of the two baseline scores from the sum of the two satiation scores. The object difference scores indicated the degree to which each subject altered their preferred choice of objects, based on satiation (i.e., select the object associated with the non-satiated food). The food difference scores indicated to what degree each subject continued to consume the devalued food after the object was displaced.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Phase 1
For the concurrent discrimination learning phase at 4 years, one sample t-tests evaluated whether all animals started at chance levels (30/60 correct) and independent t-tests were used to
analyze group differences for total trials and errors to criterion. Additional repeated measures ANOVA was used to examine group differences in learning objects associated with each reward contingencies (Group \times Reward Contingencies). When re-tested at 6 years of age, re-acquisition of the 60 discrimination pairs was analyzed with a repeated measure ANOVA (Group \times Age) for total trials and errors.

**Phase II**

Performance of the baseline tests was analyzed for both ages separately using paired samples t-tests to assess whether or not animals demonstrated a significant preference for items associated with a specific food reward (S1 or S2). Repeated measures ANOVAs (Group \times Age) were conducted on all satiation variables as well as on both object difference scores and food difference scores to assess any changes in performance with age.

In addition, to assess any sparing of functions following the neonatal lesions as compared to adult-onset lesions, scores obtained at 4 years of age were compared to those of adult animals that had received similar aspiration lesions of areas 11 and 13 in adulthood and were tested in the same way at 4 years of age (Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a), using Two-Way ANOVAs (Group \times Time at lesions).

Finally, to test whether the effects of neonatal OFC lesions were similar to those of neonatal amygdala lesions on learning the 60 discrimination problems and on flexible choice selection, we compared the errors to criterion to learn as well as the difference measures ANOVAs (Group \times Age) for total trials and errors.

**RESULTS**

**Phase I—Concurrent discrimination learning**

When tested for the first time at 4 years of age, both groups performed at chance during the initial 60-trials session (t = 0.834, p > 0.05), indicating no significant initial bias toward the baited objects. All animals reached the learning criterion (90% correct over five sessions) within the limit of testing even though Group Neo-Oasp took longer to learn (1236 trials and 398 errors) than Group Neo-C (720 trials and 232 errors). This group difference did not reach statistical significance for either trials or errors, \([t(7) = 1.69 and 1.69, ps > 0.05, respectively, see Table 2]\]. Additionally, although rate of learning differed depending on the two types of rewards [Reward contingency effect: \(F_{Huynh-Feldt}(1, 7) = 6.25, p < 0.05, \mu^2 = 0.47\)], the Group effect and the Group \times Reward contingency interaction did not reach significance \([F_(1, 7) = 2.77, p > 0.05, \mu^2 = 0.15 and F_(1, 7) = 0.028, p > 0.05, \mu^2 = 0.004, respectively, indicating that the relative poorer learning in Group Neo-Oasp was not associated to food-related learning differences. Because the lower performance in the Neo-Oasp group could potentially be related to damage in specific sub-regions of the OFC, a Pearson correlation comparing performance with individual damage to areas 11, 12, 13, and 14 of the OFC was conducted. Results of this analysis did not reveal any correlation with scores.

**Table 2 | Concurrent discrimination/reinforcer devaluation cognitive scores.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Time at test</th>
<th>4 years</th>
<th>6 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acq</td>
<td>Object difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-C</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-C-1</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Neo-C-2</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-C-3</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Neo-C-4</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-Oasp</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-Oasp-1</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Neo-Oasp-2</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-Oasp-3</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Neo-Oasp-4</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-Oasp-5</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scores are total number of errors made before criterion days for the acquisition (Acq) of the concurrent discrimination task at 4 years of age and retention of the task 2 years later (6 years). Object difference scores and food difference scores were obtained in the devaluation probe sessions at 4 and 6 years of age. Neo-C, animals with neonatal sham-operations and Neo-Oasp, animals with neonatal OFC area 11/13 lesions. Note that Case Neo-C2 that had been tested in the Devaluation task was not tested on the AX−/BX+ task and was replaced by case Neo-C-5 that had a similar training history.
any statistically significant correlations between performance and damage to individual sub-regions (all \( p \text{ } > \text{ } 0.05 \)).

When re-tested 2 years later using the exact same stimuli, all animals showed good retention of all stimuli (see Table 2), re-acquiring the task in an average of 270 trials (61 errors) for Group Neo-C and 396 trials (94.6 errors) for Group Neo-Oasp [Age effect, \( F(1, 7) = 39.29, 46.37, p < 0.001, \mu^2 = 0.85, 0.87 \), for trials and errors, respectively]. There were no effect of group [\( F(1, 7) = 1.51, 2.003, p > 0.05 \), for trials and errors, respectively] and no significant interactions (all \( p > 0.05 \)).

**Phase II: reinforcer devaluation**

**General satiation variables.** Both groups took similar amounts of time to reach satiation criterion with Food #1 [Group: \( F(1, 7) = 0.003, p > 0.05 \), Age: \( F(1, 7) = 0.072, p > 0.05 \), and no interaction \( p > 0.05 \)] and with Food #2 [Group: \( F(1, 7) = 1.25, p > 0.05 \), Age: \( F(1, 7) = 1.63, p > 0.05 \), and no interaction, \( p > 0.05 \)]. Similarly, for amount of Food #1 and Food #2 consumed during the satiation, there were no significant effects of Group [\( F(1, 7) = 0.06 \) and 3.11, \( p > 0.05 \)]. However, although the Age effect did not reach significance for Food # 1 [Age effect: \( F(1, 7) = 1.16, p > 0.05 \) ], it did for Food # 2 [\( F(1, 7) = 5.42, p = 0.05, \mu^2 = 0.44 \)]. In addition, although there were no significant interactions for Food # 1 (all \( p > 0.05 \)), the Age \( \times \) Group interaction was significant for Food # 2 [\( F(1, 7) = 17.13, p = 0.004, \mu^2 = 0.71 \)], indicating that Group Neo-C consumed greater amounts of Food # 2 relative to Group Neo-Oasp at the later age point \((t = 2.65, p = 0.03)\).

Finally, as expected, all animals gained approximately a kilogram of body weight [Age: \( F(1, 7) = 21.51, p = 0.006 \)], however the Group effect was not significant [\( F(1, 7) = 1.48, p > 0.05 \)] with no significant interaction \((p > 0.05)\).

**Baseline probe sessions.** Paired samples \( t \)-tests comparing selection of \( S^+ \# 1 \) vs. \( S^+ \# 2 \) objects for each group at both ages revealed that all animals had a significant preference for objects associated with a specific reward during baseline trials (e.g., selection of more peanut items than raisin items) [Age 4: \( t = 4.131 \) and 2.726, \( p > 0.05 \), Age 6: \( t = 5.29 \) and 4.71, \( p < 0.05 \), for Groups Neo-C and Neo-Oasp, respectively]. Thus, the effects of Group and Age did not reach significance [\( F(1, 7) = 3.30, 1.46, p > 0.05 \), respectively], nor did any of the interactions (all \( p > 0.05 \)).

**Reinforcer devaluation probe sessions.** The satiation object difference scores for each animal (Table 2 and Figure 3) were calculated by subtracting the number of objects associated with each food in the baseline sessions and the number objects associated with that same food in the devaluation session when that food had been devalued. Thus, a high object difference score indicates that the animal selected more satiated food-related objects during baseline than during the devaluation session, and therefore demonstrated greater flexibility. As shown in Figure 3, animals with Neo-Oasp lesions demonstrated less flexibility than controls as revealed by significant lower object difference scores at both ages [Group: \( F(1, 7) = 30.17, p = 0.001, \mu^2 = 0.81 \)]. In addition, the significant Group \( \times \) Age interaction [\( F(1, 7) = 18.92, p = 0.003 \)] indicated that while Group Neo-C showed greater flexibility at 6 years than at 4 years \([t(6) = -3.50, p < 0.02] \), Group Neo-Oasp showed the reverse, i.e., less flexibility at 6 years than at 4 years \([t(8) = 2.47, p < 0.04] \).

The satiation food selection difference scores (see Table 2) measured the degree to which the animal actually took and ingested the devalued food after displacing the object. Thus, animals with large food difference scores indicated a refusal to eat the satiated food after the object was displaced. As compared to Group Neo-C, Group Neo-Oasp consumed greater amounts of satiated food, \( F(1, 7) = 5.35, p = 0.054 \), although there was no effect of Age [\( F(1, 7) = 0.033, p > 0.05 \)], and no significant interaction [all \( p > 0.05 \)]. The data suggest that, after displacing objects associated with satiated foods, animals with early damage to the OFC had a greater tendency to ingest the satiated food reward.

**COMPARISONS BETWEEN EARLY-ONSET VS. LATE-ONSET OFC LESIONS**

For these analyses, scores obtained for animals with neonatal lesions obtained when they were tested for the first time at 4 years of age were compared to those of a previously published study examining animals with similar adult-onset lesions (adult sham-operated controls and adult OFC-operated animals, \( n = 3 \) in each group) also tested for the first time at 4 years of age (Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a).

**Phase I—Acquisition**

All animals learned the 60 discrimination problems at the same rate regardless of timing of lesion [Group: \( F(1, 11) = \)]
0.733, p > 0.05; Time at lesions: \(F_{(1, 11)} = 3.15, p > 0.05\); Group × Time at lesions: \(F_{(1, 11)} = 3.15, p > 0.05\); see Figure 4C. Although the group effect did not reach significance for errors to criterion [Group Effect: \(F_{(1, 11)} = 0.971, p > 0.05\)], Time at lesion effect did reach significance \([F_{(1, 11)} = 4.78, p = 0.05, \mu^2 = 0.30]\), but the Group × Time at lesion interaction did not \([F_{(1, 11)} = 2.88, p > 0.05]\). This indicates that overall animals with neonatal lesions made more errors than those with adult-onset lesions \([t_{(13)} = 2.13, p = 0.053]\), although this difference was mostly driven by an increased number of errors in three of the five animals in Group Neo-Oasp (see Figure 4).

**Phase II—Devaluation**

Comparisons of the object difference scores that animals of the neonatal-onset lesion groups obtained at 4 years with those of the animals of the adult-onset lesion group (Figure 4B) revealed that damage to areas 11 and 13 resulted in significantly lower Object Difference scores, hence less flexible decision-making for Groups Oasp [Group: \(F_{(1, 11)} = 24.53, p < 0.001, \mu^2 = 0.69\)], as compared to controls. Although Timing at lesions did not reach significance [Time at lesion effect: \(F_{(1, 11)} = 0.485, p > 0.05\)], the interaction Group × Time at lesion did \([F_{(1, 11)} = 12.67, p < 0.005]\), indicating that Group Neo-C showed less flexibility than Group Adult-C \([t = -3.85, p < 0.03]\), whereas Group Neo-Oasp did not differ from Group Adult-Oasp \([t = 1.92, p > 0.05]\). Given that flexible choice selection improved significantly in Group Neo-C from the first time they were tested at 4 years to the second time at 6 years, we also compared Object Difference scores when the animals with the neonatal lesions were tested at 6 years with those of the animals with adult lesions (see Figure 4C). At this later age, animals in both Groups Neo-C and Neo-Oasp performed similarly to those in the adult groups as revealed by a significant group effect \([F_{(1, 11)} = 139.25, p < 0.001]\) but no significant interaction \([F_{(1, 11)} = 0.02, p > 0.05]\).

**Comparisons Between Neonatal OFC Lesions and Neonatal Amygdala Lesions**

As reported above, animals with Neo-Oasp lesions were slightly retarded in learning the 60 problems (average: 398 errors) but those with Neo-Aibo (average: 199 errors) learned as rapidly as controls (average: 232 errors). This group difference reached significance \([F_{(2, 12)} = 4.00, p < 0.05]\) and post-hoc analyses indicated that Group Neo-Aibo learned as rapidly as Group Neo-C \((p > 0.05)\), but only Group Neo-Aibo learned faster than Group Neo-Oasp \((p < 0.02)\).

Furthermore, there was a significant group effect for difference scores obtained in the devaluation task \([F_{(2, 12)} = 9.85, p < 0.003]\). Post-hoc analyses indicated that both Groups Neo-Oasp and Neo-Aibo obtained similar scores \((p > 0.05)\) but both groups obtained devaluation scores significantly lower than those of Group Neo-C (all ps < 0.02).

**Summary of Results for Experiment 1**

The data indicate that neonatal damage to areas 11 and 13 resulted in a slight retardation in initially learning the large 60 S+/S− set of stimuli with three of the five animals making twice more

---

**Figure 4 | (A)** Mean number of errors (± s.e.m) made before reaching criterion in the concurrent discrimination task for animals with neonatal lesions (Neo-C and Neo-Oasp) and for animals with adult-onset lesions (Adult-C and Adult-Oasp; data are from Machado and Bachevalier (2007b)) that had learned the task for the first time at the age of approximately 4 years. Criterion was set at 90% correct or better over 5 consecutive days. (B,C) Averaged object difference scores (± s.e.m) for animals with neonatal lesions (Neo-C and Neo-Oasp) and for animals with adult-onset lesions (Adult-C and Adult-Oasp). In (B), scores of animals with neonatal lesions tested for the first time at 4 years and in (C), scores of animals with neonatal lesions tested for the second time at 6 years. *p < 0.05.
errors than all four controls. However, this group difference did not reach statistical significance and the individual difference between animals of Group Neo-Oasp did not seem to correlate with extent of damage to areas 11 and 13 or even with inadvertent damage to adjacent OFC fields. In addition, the satiation object difference scores increased significantly in control animals from 4 to 6 years, reflecting most likely stronger flexible choice selection with repeated training. By contrast, the satiation object difference scores for animals with neonatal OFC lesion worsened with age. Finally, there were two additional findings of note that demonstrated similar effects of the early-onset and late-onset OFC lesions (Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a). First, both early- and late-onset OFC lesions resulted in an inability to flexibly shift choices away from objects associated with devalued foods, although the similar effect of timing of the OFC lesions was stronger when animals with early-onset lesions were tested for the second time at 6 years. Second, both early- and late-onset OFC lesions increased animals’ tendency to ingest the satiated food rewards once the objects had been displaced. Taken together, the data suggest that areas 11 and 13 are required for the development of flexible decision-making and no other brain structures could compensate for the deficits in flexible decision-making after neonatal damage to OFC areas 11 and 13. In addition, the results also strengthened those already reported with adult-onset lesions (Baxter et al., 2000). To assess whether this lack of behavioral flexibility after neonatal OFC lesions observed with appetitive task will also be present under aversive conditions, in Experiment 2 we examined performance of these same animals on the AX+/BX− fear-potentiated startle paradigm.

EXPERIMENT 2: AX+/BX− FEAR-POTENTIATED STARTLE PARADIGM

Given that results of Experiment 1 indicated that neonatal damage to OFC areas 11 and 13 resulted in significant impairment in flexible changes in food choice, we then tested whether these same neonatal-onset OFC lesions would also alter the ability to flexibly modify fear reactivity when cues signal safety. Although there exist no data on the effects of adult-onset OFC lesions on fear conditioning, condition inhibition, and extinction in monkeys, reports in rodents and humans (Gewirtz et al., 1997; Schiller et al., 2008) have provided mixed results regarding the evidence for a contribution of the ventral prefrontal cortex in condition inhibition and extinction. Thus, at completion of second round of testing on the Reinforcer Devaluation task, animals of Experiment 1 were tested in the AX+/BX− paradigm to assess their abilities to condition to fear and safety cues, to use safety cue to modify that fear reactivity to the fear cue (condition inhibition) and to extinguish their fear reactivity when the fear cue was not paired with the aversive stimulus. Note that all five animals with Neo-Oasp lesions but only three of the four animals in Group Neo-C participate in this experiment. Thus, case Neo-C-2 that had participated in Experiment 1 was replaced in Experiment 2 by case Neo-C-5 that had the same behavioral training history to the remaining animals in both Groups Neo-C and Neo-Oasp.

**AX+/BX− PARADIGM**

Training began when the animals were 6-7 years of age and lasted approximately 1 month. All inter-session intervals were 72 h, and session length depended upon the stage of training (see below for details). Animals were given their normal daily chow, water, and fresh fruit, as well as additional treats during primate chair training. All methods have been detailed in earlier reports (Winslow et al., 2002, 2008; Antoniadis et al., 2007; Kazama et al., 2012), and will be briefly described below.

**Apparatus**

Animals were seated in a non-human primate chair located in a sound attenuated chamber equipped with an automated system designed to deliver unconditioned and conditioned stimuli. The chair was positioned above a load cell (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT). Movements initiated by the animals produced displacement of the load cell (Sentran YG6-B-50KG-000), the output of which was amplified, and analyzed via the Med Associates Primate Startle Software (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT).

**Stimuli**

Two unconditioned stimuli (US) were used. A 500 ms jet of compressed air (100 PSI) generated by an air compressor located outside the chamber and projected at the face of the monkey via four air jet nozzles. A startle stimulus, which was a 50 ms burst of white noise of varying intensities (range: 95–120 dB) delivered through the same speakers as the background noise. Three cues served as either an aversive conditioned stimulus (A), a safety conditioned stimulus (B) or a neutral stimulus (X). The visual CS was a 4 s light produced by 4 overhead halogen bulbs producing a combined 250 Lux, attached to the top of the test chamber. The auditory CS was an 80 dB, 4 s, 5000 kHz tone produced by an overhead speaker. The tactile CS was produced by a quiet computer fan that directed gentle airflow onto the monkey’s head. The CS assignments as cues A, B or X were pseudo-random and counter-balanced across groups. Thus, some animals received the light as the aversive CS, whereas others received the tone as aversive CS, and so forth.

**Acoustic startle response**

To evaluate any potential effects of lesion on acoustic startle, the animals were placed in the apparatus and exposed on 2 separate days of 60 trials each, which were composed of baseline activity without startle stimuli (10 trials), and of startle responses to startle eliciting noise bursts of varying intensities (95, 100, 110, 115, and 120 dB; 10 trials each). All trials were pseudo-randomly intermixed throughout each session. Animals were then tested for pre-pulse inhibition before moving on to the AX+/BX− paradigm (Heuer et al., 2010). Data for pre-pulse inhibition will be reported separately.

**Pre-training**

Prior to the conditioning phase, the animals were habituated to the three conditioned cues to assess any unconditioned effects of the cues on the startle response prior to conditioning. First, animals received 2 separate days of 30 trials each during which the to-be-conditioned cues (light, tone, or airflow from quiet fan) and their combinations (light/tone, light/airflow, tone/airflow)
were presented in the absence of the startle noise. Then, animals were given days of 60 trials, consisting of 30 trials with the startle noise alone (95 dB), and 30 trials in which the 95 dB startle noise was elicited in the presence of one of the to-be-conditioned cues or their combinations for 5 trials each pseudo-randomly ordered. Within each of the cue-startle trial the startle stimulus was presented 4 s after the onset of the CS. These pre-training sessions were repeated for each monkey until presentation of the cue that was assigned to serve as the safety signal (cue B) for that animal produced less than a 30% increase in startle amplitude compared to startle stimulus alone (noise alone) presentations.

**A+ training phase**

The purpose of this phase was to train the animal, using Pavlovian fear conditioning procedures, to associate a cue (A+) with an aversive air-blast. These A+ air-blast trials occurred four times per 28-trial session, and were always scheduled such that one occurred at the beginning and one at the end of each session. The remaining two pairings were pseudorandomly intermixed within the 24 startle test trials across sessions so that animals could not predict when cue A would be followed by an air-blast as opposed to a startle stimulus. The startle stimulus or air-blast was presented 4 s after the onset of cue A. The remaining 24 trials consisted of four trial-types (Noise Alone 95 dB, Noise Alone 120 dB, Cue A 95 dB Noise, Cue A120 dB Noise) and were presented pseudo-randomly six trials each per session. Animals received A+ Training for a minimum of two sessions, and until their percent Fear-Potentiated Startle (% fear-potentiated startle) was 100% above their pre-training startle in the presence of the A cue. Percent fear-potentiated startle was defined as: [Mean startle amplitude on CS test trials – mean startle amplitude on noise burst alone test trials] \times 100.

**A+/B− training phase**

The purpose of this phase was to train the animal to associate a second cue (B) with the absence of an air-blast (B−), thus this cue was termed the safety-signal. Animals received 40-trial sessions composed of six trials in which both startle noise intensities (95 dB and 120 dB) were given in the presence of the safety cue B, which was never paired with the air-blast US; four trials in which cue A continued to be paired with the air-blast (according to the schedule described previously—A+) or both startle noise intensities (95 dB and 120 dB, six trials each) given in the presence of cue A or alone (six trials each). Animals received A+/B− Training for a minimum of two sessions, and until a difference of 100% fear-potentiated startle was obtained between the two cues.

**AX+/BX− training phase**

Previous conditioned inhibition training in humans using the typical design (A+/AB−) indicated that B, the safety signal, did not transfer to another cue that had not previously been put in compound with A and instead AB− was probably not treated as a compound cue consisting of the aversive and safety cues, but rather as a completely novel third cue (Grillon and Ameli, 2001). Thus, the purpose of this phase was to train the animal to discriminate compound cues using a third neutral cue (X), which was presented in combination with both the A+ or B− cues. This phase included 40-trial sessions constructed similarly to A+/B− Training. The only difference is that both the aversive cue (A+) and the safety cue (B−) were presented in combination with the neutral cue (X), yielding compound cues AX+ and BX− (see Figure 5). As with the A+/B− Training, animals received the AX+/BX− Training for a minimum of two sessions, and until there was a difference of 100% fear-potentiated startle between the two compound cues.

**AB testing/transfer test**

Animals were tested for conditioned inhibition (i.e. transfer) in a single session within 72 h after the last AX+/BX− training session to examine the potential inhibitory effects of B on A. This 48-trial probe session consisted of all trial types, including two A+ air-blast pairings intermixed within (a) 95 dB and 120 dB Noise Alone trials (6 trials each), (b) 95 dB and 120 dB startle stimuli in the presence of each of the various cue and cue compounds (A, B, AX, BX, 5 trials each per noise intensity), and (c) in the presence of the novel AB cue (5 trials per noise intensity). Hence, when trained in this way transfer of fear on the AB test trial could not be accounted for by configural learning. All trials were pseudo-randomly intermixed.

**Extinction**

Finally, all animals were presented with successive 12-trial sessions of the 95 dB startle stimulus elicited alone (4 trials) or in the presence of cues A and AX to evaluate fear extinction (4 trials of each type). Training was completed when the animal returned to its pre-training startle amplitude.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

Throughout the different phases, the startle amplitudes were recorded. Data analysis included three parts. First, we used a Huynh-Feldt corrected repeated measures ANOVA to compare the acoustic startle responses to the varying intensities (95, 100, 110, 115, and 120 dB) across groups. Second, we assessed the animal’s ability to associate and discriminate between the aversive and safety cues (A, B, AX, BX) using a “sessions to criterion” measure. Because all our control animals
learned the task at floor (e.g., two sessions per phase), and thus
had no variability, the group differences were analyzed with
non-parametric statistics (Mann–Whitney U). Third, because
previous reports (Winslow et al., 2008) indicated that star-
tle values are not normally distributed; we transformed the
transfer test data using a logarithmic base 10 transformation
and compared both groups using a Huynh-Feldt repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs. Finally, to assess whether the effects of neonatal
OFC lesions differ from those obtained earlier after neonatal
amygdala lesions, we compared the fear conditioning scores to
cue A (see Table 4) and modulation of fear probe trial (see
Table 5) of Group Neo-Oasp to those reported earlier after
neonatal amygdala lesions (Kazama et al., 2012), using One-
Way ANOVA and Two-Way ANOVA with repeated measures,
respectively.

RESULTS
Acoustic startle response
Because the baseline startle response of two animals in the con-
trol group (cases Neo-C-2 and Neo-C-6) was greater than the
maximum amplitude of the load cell, these two animals were
dropped from the study. As illustrated in Table 3 and Figure 6A,
both sham-operated and animals with neonatal OFC lesions
demonstrated greater startle responses with increasing startle
noise intensity [Startle amplitude effect: $F_{\text{Huynh–Feldt}(1, 4)} = 6.75,
p = 0.01$]. In addition, although the Group effect and the Group
× Startle amplitude interactions did not reach significance [$F = 2.37$
and $F = 1.42$, all $p$s $> 0.05$, respectively], startle amplitudes
across almost all noise intensities were slightly lower in
animals with Neo-Oasp lesions than in sham-operated controls.
Obviously, this effect would have been even more pronounced if
the two control animals, at the ceiling of the measurement scale
at all intensities, had been included.

Fear learning (A+ training)
All animals, regardless of lesion groups learned to associate Cue
A+ with the air-blast very quickly. Control animals all per-
formed at floor, completing this stage in the minimum two
sessions, whereas animals in Group Neo-Oasp took an average
of 3.4 sessions; a group difference that did not reach statisti-
cal significance (Mann–Whitney $U = 6.50$, $p > 0.05$, Table 4,
Figure 6B).

Fear/safety signal discrimination learning (A+B−, AX+BX−
training)
Because both A+B− and AX+BX− phases were theoretically
similar in nature, data for these 2 phases were combined for the
analyses (see Table 4, Figure 6B). One animal, Neo-Oasp-5 devel-
oped very high baseline startles and had to be dropped at the
AX+BX− training phase. All remaining animals, regardless of
group, learned to differentiate between the aversive and safety
cues in the minimum 2 days per stage with no variability between
animals (Mann–Whitney $U = 8.00$, $p > 0.05$).

Modulation of fear in the presence of the safety signal (AB probe
trial)
For the four control animals and four OFC animals that learned
to discriminate between the aversive and safety cues, a repeated
measures ANOVA was used to assess differences between the log-
transformed % fear-potentiated startle to the various cues (i.e.,
A, B, AX, BX, and AB). As seen in Table 5 and Figure 6C, there
were no differences between the two groups [$F(1, 8) = 0.011, p > 0.05$],
and no interaction between the two factors [$F(4, 8) = 0.852,
p > 0.05$]. However, both the sham-operated animals (Neo-C)
and animals with early OFC damage (Neo-Oasp) had significantly
greater startle in the presence of the aversive cue (A) compared to
either the safety cues (B, BX; $t$-tests, all $p$s $< 0.05$) or the aversive
cue and the transfer cue (A vs. AB; $t$-tests, all $p$s $< 0.05$), although
animals with early OFC damage did not startle significantly high
in the presence of the AX cue relative to BX or AB cues ($t$-tests, all
$p$s $> 0.05$).

Table 3 | Raw baseline acoustic startle curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>95 dB</th>
<th>100 dB</th>
<th>110 dB</th>
<th>115 dB</th>
<th>120 dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varnothing$ Neo-C-1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varnothing$ Neo-C-3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^*$ Neo-C-4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varnothing$ Neo-C-5</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varnothing$ Neo-Oasp-1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^*$ Neo-Oasp-2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varnothing$ Neo-Oasp-3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^*$ Neo-Oasp-4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^*$ Neo-Oasp-5</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varnothing$ X</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scores are mean raw startle amplitudes taken during the initial baseline acoustic
startle sessions.
Table 5 | Log-transformed % fear-potentiated startle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>AX</th>
<th>BX</th>
<th>AB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-C-1</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-C-3</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-C-4</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Neo-C-5</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|♂  | Neo-Oasp-1 | 3.33 | 1.99 | 1.82 | 2.53 | 3.03 |
|♂  | Neo-Oasp-2 | 3.05 | 2.51 | 2.47 | 1.80 | 2.66 |
|♂  | Neo-Oasp-3 | 2.46 | 1.86 | 2.34 | 2.1  | 1.63 |
|♂  | Neo-Oasp-4 | 2.71 | 2.28 | 2.31 | 1.97 | 2.29 |
|♂  | Neo-Oasp-5 | –    | –    | –    | –    | –    |
| X  |          | 2.89 | 2.16 | 2.24 | 2.10 | 2.40 |

Scores are Log-Transformed % fear-potentiated startle amplitudes taken during the transfer test. Each individual score was obtained from the very first time the animal experienced that cue at the optimal decibel level (95 dB or 120 dB) for that particular animal. X, group means for each stage.

Extinction
As seen in Table 4, both groups extinguished very quickly to repeated presentations of the fearful cues (A−, AX−) in the absence of the US, averaging less than four sessions to return to baseline levels of startle (p > 0.05).

COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE NEONATAL OFC LESIONS AND NEONATAL AMYGDALA LESIONS
The Kruskal Wallis analyses revealed a significant group difference [U(2) = 6.31, p < 0.04], with animals with neonatal amygdala lesions requiring slightly but significantly more trials than animals with OFC lesions or controls (all ps < 0.05). In addition, the Two-Way ANOVA comparing groups and scores in all 5 cues in the probe trial revealed no significant group difference [F(2, 9) = 0.06, p > 0.05] and no Group × Cues interaction [F(4, 36) = 0.96, p > 0.05]. However, the factor Cue reached significance [F(4, 36) = 9.14, p < 0.001] indicating that animals in all groups had greater startle for the fear cues (A and AX) than for the combined AB cue (all ps < 0.05) and greater startle for the combined AB cue than for the safety cue (B and BX).

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT 2
The data demonstrated that neonatal lesions of OFC areas 11 and 13 did not alter acquisition of the fear and safety cues, condition inhibition, and extinction. In addition, the intact fear conditioning after neonatal OFC lesions differed from the slight retardation in fear learning reported after neonatal amygdala lesions, although neither lesions affected safety signal learning and the modulation of the fear response in the presence of the safety cue.

DISCUSSION
The major aim of the study was to characterize the contribution of orbital frontal areas 11 and 13 of the OFC to the development of flexible behavioral modulation, to determine whether early-onset OFC lesions will result in deficits similar to those observed after adult-onset OFC lesions and to assess whether the outcomes of the neonatal orbital frontal lesions paralleled the outcomes reported after neonatal amygdala lesions. The results from the Reinforcer devaluation task revealed that adult animals that had sustained early damage to areas 11 and 13 were only slightly retarded in learning the 60 pairs of discrimination problems and retained these problems over approximately a 2-year period. They also demonstrated normal ability to associate specific stimuli with particular food items. However, they were greatly impaired in flexibly shifting their preferences away from stimuli associated...
with the tendency to reach for and ingest the devalued food rewards. These deficits in behavioral flexibility became stronger when animals were animals with OFC lesions were tested for a second time at 6 years and at this age their performance was indistinguishable from that of animals that had received the same OFC lesions as adults. In contrast to the impairments observed with the Reinforcer devaluation task, results from the AX+/BX− fear-potentiated startle paradigm indicated that these same Neo-Oasp animals had excellent fear/safety discrimination learning, and more importantly, were generally able to flexibly use safety signals to inhibit their fear response in the presence of safety signals (i.e., A vs. B and AX vs. BX). Most strikingly, each Neo-Oasp animal had lower startle in the presence of cue AB vs. AX, indicating conditioned inhibition to the novel AB compound, comparable to that seen in the Neo-C animals. Additionally, Neo-Oasp animals demonstrated normal behavioral flexibility in their ability to extinguish their startle response in the presence of the AX− stimuli. Taken together, the results suggest that orbital frontal areas 11 and 13 are critical for the development of flexible decision-making, at least under appetitive or rewarding situations, but not for flexibly processing fear and safety signals. These contrasting effects of neonatal orbital frontal lesions will be discussed in turn below and will be compared to results on the effects of early amygdala damage on the same tasks.

DECISION-MAKING BEHAVIOR AFTER REINFORCER DEVALUATION
Learning stimulus-reward associations

Although learning scores of animals with Neo-Oasp lesions did not differ statistically from those of sham-operated animals, three of the five animals in Group Neo-Oasp made twice as many errors as the controls did to learn the 60 discrimination problems. This slight retardation in stimulus-reward associations did not correlate positively with the extent of damage to OFC areas 11 and 13 or with inadvertent damage to adjacent OFC fields and contrasts with the normal performance of the same Neo-Oasp animals in simpler version of discrimination tasks using a single pair of objects or even 5 pairs of objects presented concurrently across daily sessions (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012). The slight retardation in stimulus-reward association learning may be due to either the large number of problems the animals had to learn concurrently in the case of the Reinforcer Devaluation task as compared to 1- or 5-pair discrimination tasks or an inability to maintain the encoding of rewarded objects over long delays, given that as compared to the 1- and 5-pair discrimination tasks, the Reinforcer devaluation task imposed a delay of 24-h between training session. Earlier lesion studies in monkeys have already indicated that orbital frontal cortex lesions in adulthood (Meunier et al., 1997) or in infancy (Pixley et al., 1997; Malkova and Bachevalier, personal communication) impaired recognition of objects when long delays are used between encoding and retrieval. Furthermore, the impairment in learning stimulus-reward associations after early-onset orbital frontal lesions contrasts with the normal performance found after adult-onset lesions (Izquierdo et al., 2004; Izquierdo and Murray, 2007; Machado and Bachevalier, 2007b). The current findings suggest greater impact of the neonatal orbital frontal lesions on discrimination learning. Yet, because 2 animals in Group Neo-Oasp learned as fast as control animals and because all Neo-Oasp animals attained the learning criterion in the limit of training, showed good retention of the 60 problems over a 2-years period, and good memory of the specific food items associated with each positive object, it is possible that the slight learning deficit may be associated to factors others than the lesion itself.

Reinforcer devaluation

Neonatal damage to OFC areas 11 and 13 affected the animal’s tendency to inhibit selection of objects associated with a devalued reinforcer. This impairment occurred even though the animals were able to associate specific stimuli with specific food rewards, as revealed by their tendency to select objects associated with their preferred food more frequently than objects associated with the other food in the two baseline conditions. The Neo-Oasp lesions slightly increased the tendency of animals to retrieve the rewards after the devalued objects were selected. These impairments became more robust when the animals were tested for the second time and, at that age, strongly paralleled the impairments observed in animals with either permanent or temporary inactivation to OFC areas 11 and 13 performed in adulthood (Machado and Bachevalier, 2007a; Rudebeck and Murray, 2011; West et al., 2012). Thus, the data indicate little, if any, recovery of functions after neonatal orbital frontal cortex lesions.

The impairment in flexibly altering object selection after food devaluation in animals with Neo-Oasp lesions contrasts with their unimpaired performance in object reversal learning (1 pair or 5 pairs, Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012). Although the two tasks measure abilities to modify object selection, there are clear distinctions on the type of information necessary to make the change in selection pattern. In object reversal learning, only one of the two objects is rewarded and animals must inhibit selection of the rewarded object when the reward has been switched without warning to the other object. Thus, animals must extinguish a previously learned response and select a more appropriate one. In the food devaluation test, by contrast, all objects are rewarded but the reward has been devalued for one of the two objects of each pair. The animals must rely on information about changes on their internal state to adjust their response pattern. Thus, impairment in the Reinforcer Devaluation task after neonatal orbital frontal lesions may demonstrate an inability to use bodily states to rapidly modify choice selection rather than an inability to inhibit a previously rewarded response. The data are in agreement with theories advanced by several groups (Colwill and Recskorla, 1985; Balleine and Dickinson, 1998) indicating that, in the absence of the highly adaptable goal-directed behavior supported by areas 11 and 13 of the OFC, animals with early OFC damage are left with only an intact “habit” system to guide behavior. Thus, these animals will keep choosing items associated with previously positive outcomes rather than basing their choice on the current motivational value.

aversive behavioral flexibility

Baseline acoustic startle

All animals in groups showed an increase startle responses to increased noise intensity, although animals with neonatal OFC damage did show slightly, but not significantly, lower startle
amplitudes across all intensities. However, it is possible that this
group difference would have reached significance if the two Neo-
C animals that had very high startle amplitudes outside the range
of the measurement system were included in the control group.
Overall, these findings parallel the lack of effects of selective ven-
tromedial prefrontal lesions on baseline acoustic startle in rodents
(Sullivan and Gratton, 2002).

**Fear learning**

Neonatal damage to OFC areas 11 and 13 also spared fear learn-
ing abilities. All animals regardless of group learned to associate
the A+ cue with the aversive air puff with very little training.
The normal fear learning after lesions of the prefrontal cortex
is also consistent with rodent data (for review, see Sotres-Bayon
and Quirk, 2010), but contrast with the fear conditioning deficits
found after ventromedial prefrontal cortex damage in humans
(Bechara et al., 1999), or after more generalized frontal-temporal
temporal as a result of Frontal-Temoral Dementia (Hoefer et al.,
2008). Given that the OFC damage in human patients included
prefrontal areas lying close to the middle line, which were not
included in our study, it is likely that the different outcomes could
be accounted by damage to these more ventromedial orbital fields.

**Safety signal learning**

The data provided little evidence for a role of OFC areas 11 and
13 in safety signal learning. To date, this is the first study to exam-
ine the role of the monkey OFC in acquiring safety signals and the
lack of impairment may have resulted from the timing of the
lesions. It should be acknowledged that one Neo-Oasp animal did
have to be dropped because its startle responses became extremely
high in the presence of all cues in the AX+/BX− phase of training.
This might have resulted because by that time the animal became
afraid of all cues, perhaps indicative of an inability to inhibit fear
on the BX− trials. Although this proposal will await investiga-
tion of adult-onset OFC lesions on AX+/BX− task, an earlier study
in rodents has shown that selective adult-onset damage to the
ventral prefrontal cortex does not disrupt safety-signal learning
(Gewirtz et al., 1997), whereas other structures such as the insula,
anterior cingulate cortex, or striatum may be more relevant to
safety-signal processing (Christianson et al., 2008, 2011; Kong
et al., 2014). Given convincing evidence suggesting that fear learn-
ing is amygdala-dependent (Davis, 1992; Ledoux, 2000), whereas
basic learning of appetitive associations are dependent on the
striatum and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Schiller et al., 2008),
it is perhaps not too surprising that OFC areas 11 and 13 are not
critical for safety signal learning. Indeed, using a fear conditioning
reversal paradigm in humans, Schiller et al. (2008) paired one cue
with a mild shock, while a second cue was paired with safety (no
shock). Upon reversal of the reinforcement contingencies, neural
activity shifted from the amygdala for the fearful cue to areas of
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and striatum as the cue now
became associated with safety (Schiller et al., 2008). More impor-
tantly, there was an absence of neural activity modulation in the
lateral sensory/orbital network during both contingencies. Thus,
the present results support the human neuroimaging in positing
that damage to the ventromedial OFC network may cause deficits
in safety signal processing, whereas damage to the lateral orbital
network is more disruptive to reward processing, and possibly
higher order emotion-related behaviors (but see Gewirtz et al.,
1997). This functional dissociation between the medial and lateral
sectors of the OFC has recently been tested in monkeys (Noonan
et al., 1999; Rudebeck and Murray, 2011) and is consistent with
neuroanatomical findings indicating that the ventromedial OFC
send more projections to the amygdala than it receives, whereas
the lateral OFC receives more projections from the amygdala than
it sends (Barbas, 2007). Thus, ventromedial OFC may be in a bet-
ter position to regulate amygdala activity and this information
might then be sent to the lateral OFC for further higher-order
processing.

**Flexible modulation of fear during Conditioned inhibition**

Just as we found no evidence for a lateral orbital network involve-
ment in fear or safety-signal learning, there was little evidence that
this lateral orbital network contributed to fear modulation. Both
animals with neonatal OFC lesions and the sham-operated con-
trols exhibited high fear-potentiated startle in the presence of the
aversive A cue, low startle in the presence of the safety cue (B), and
importantly intermediate startle when for the first time, the two
cues were presented together (AB). Although Group Neo-Oasp
did have a relatively lower fear-potentiated startle to the AX cue
during the probe test than Group Neo-C, this group difference
did not reach significance. The lower fear-potentiated startle in
Group Neo-Oasp was largely driven by one case (see Table 5, Neo-
Oasp–1) that startled less to the AX cue, than to the safety cue (B).
Although Case Neo-Oasp–1 did have relatively more unintended
damage to area 12 (see Table 1), a Pearson correlation matrix did
not reveal any significant interactions between lesion extent of the
various sub-regions of the OFC (both intended and uninten-
tended) and the ability to modulate fear-potentiated startle (all
ps > 0.05).

**Flexible modulation of fear during Extinction**

There was also no evidence of impaired ability to extinguish
to the aversive cues (A−, AX−) after Neo-Oasp damage. These
findings complement appetitive-related findings wherein both
early and late selective damage to the lateral sensory/orbital net-
work resulted in a sparing of reversal learning abilities (Kazama
and Bachevalier, 2012), indicating that these animals are able to
inhibit responses to cues that have become unrewarded. Again,
this sparing contrasts with the severe flexible decision-making
deficits that the same animals with Neo-Oasp lesions demon-
strated in the Reinforcer Devaluation paradigm (see above). As
compared to studies in rodents and humans, which often use
aversive conditioning to study extinction, most of the studies on
the role of the OFC in extinction and behavioral inhibition in
nonhuman primates have generally used appetitive tasks, such
as extinction of instrumental responses (Izquierdo and Murray,
2005) or object reversal (Jones and Mishkin, 1972) and go/nogo
tasks (Swick et al., 2008). Thus, the lack of impairment following
OFC lesions in fear extinction contrasts with the deficits observed
in the extinction of instrumental responses, and suggest that the
lateral orbital network may be more critical for the modulation of
goal-actions associated with rewards than the regulation of fearful
or anxious behaviors.
An alternative explanation for a lack of effects of Neo-Oasp on modulation of fear responses is that animals sustaining damage to areas 11 and 13 of the OFC in infancy were able to compensate by engaging other brain areas not normally mediating fear/safety-signaling learning and fear modulation (Kennard, 1936; Goldman, 1976). We believe that this alternative explanation is unlikely given that the same animals with Neo-Oasp lesions showed severe impairment in negative emotion regulation under other circumstances. Thus, as compared to sham-operated controls, they displayed blunted fear reactivity to fearful stimuli as assessed by the Approach/Avoidance Paradigm (Raper et al., 2009) and did not modulate their behavioral reactivity according to levels of threat provided by a human intruder (Bachevalier et al., 2011). Thus, the evidence suggests that the lateral OFC network may not be required for the modulation or the extinction of basic fear responses but is rather implicated in fear modulation in situations involving higher-order processing, such as during perception and evaluation of complex or ambiguous social signals. Future studies will need to assess whether the same outcomes will follow damage to the lateral OFC network in adult monkeys. In addition, given that in humans and rodents, the lateral prefrontal areas 12 and ventromedial prefrontal areas 14 and 25 appear to be critical for both appetitive and aversive extinction (for review see Barbas, 2007; Price, 2007), studies assessing the effects of selective damage to these orbital frontal subfields on both conditioned inhibition and extinction processes may increase knowledge on the role of the different orbital frontal subfields in behavioral regulation.

COMPARISONS WITH NEONATAL AMYGDALA DAMAGE

As we stated in the introduction, the OFC critically interacts with the amygdala in support of flexible behavioral modulation (see Murray and Wise, 2010, for review). It is thus interesting to note that the current results on the effects of neonatal orbital frontal lesions on both the Reinforcer Devaluation task and the AX−/BX− task as well as those previously obtained on the same animals with Human Intruder paradigm (Raper et al., 2012) parallel remarkably with those obtained on the same three tasks in monkeys that had received neonatal damage to the amygdala (Bachevalier et al., 2011; Kazama et al., 2012; Kazama and Bachevalier, 2013; Raper et al., 2013). Thus, both types of neonatal lesions resulted in profound impairment in the modulation of behavioral responses based on the positive reward value of objects in the Devaluation Task, despite normal modulation of fear signals by safety signals in the AX+/BX+ task. The only exceptions were the slight retardation in learning stimulus-reward association found after the neonatal OFC lesions but not the neonatal amygdala lesions and the slight retardation in conditioning to fear stimuli found after the neonatal amygdala lesions but not the neonatal OFC lesions. Thus, the two lesions may reflect different involvement of the OFC in the modulation of stimulus-reward associations and of the amygdala in stimulus-fear conditioning. Given that the effects of both neonatal lesions on these two types of learning were very modest, these results will need to be replicated with larger sample sizes. In addition, both types of neonatal lesions impacted the abilities to regulate emotional reactivity after rapid changes in threatening social signals in the Human Intruder task. Interestingly, although the lesions of the OFC and of the amygdala were incurred in infancy at a time of significant brain plasticity, no other brain regions could compensate for the early loss of these brain structures. Altogether, the data suggest that interaction between OFC areas 11/13 and the amygdala play a critical role in the development of behavioral adaptation; an ability essential for the self-regulation of emotion and behavior that assures the maintenance of successful social relationships. This conclusion is further supported by human data indicating that early damage to the ventromedial portion of the prefrontal cortex in children is associated with impaired social and moral behavior (Anderson et al., 1999; Sánchez-Navarro et al., 2013) that could likewise have resulted from a lack of interactions between the orbital frontal cortex and the amygdala.
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